Get enhanced visibility into fault events to improve uptime, regardless of make or model.

PeopleNet Fault Intelligence™ provides comprehensive, real-time vehicle health and safety information and fault guidance. Powered by Noregon®, a Trimble® technology partner since 2009, Fault Intelligence provides actionable information to maintain productivity by preventing unscheduled service events, improving vehicle utilization and helping to ensure a fleet stays on schedule.

With Fault Intelligence you can:

- Improve efficiency of your Operations and Maintenance teams
- Maximize vehicle uptime and reduce cost
- Empower your drivers to make better decisions when it comes to the health and safety of your vehicles

With Fault Intelligence, it just got easier to make your fleet—and every driver’s journey—safer, greener and more efficient.

With Fault Intelligence, you can monitor the health of all vehicles across your fleet.

Learn more at mobility.trimble.com
BENEFITS OF PEOPLENET FAULT INTELLIGENCE

Increased Uptime

► **Early detection of fault** issues allows maintenance issues to be scheduled during maintenance downtimes.
► **Provides real-time triage** to shorten overall repair process.
► **Quickly identify nearby repair facilities** for when breakdowns do arise.

Enhanced Productivity

► **Easy to understand, actionable information** allows for faster decision making and less dependency on operation calls to maintenance.
► **Configurable alert system** provides Management by Exception.

Reduced Maintenance Costs

► **Fuel economy fault icon** alerts you to vehicles and faults that are hindering fuel efficiency.
► **Near real-time alerts** provide quick assessment to potentially avoid unscheduled breakdowns.
► **Reduce costly third party repairs** by detecting potential issues before they become critical.

Improved Vehicle Safety & Compliance

► **Safety score** identifies safety related issues and provides ability to be alerted.
► **CSA icon** provides clear visibility to CSA related faults and potential issues.
► **CSA point assessment** gives insight to potential DOT inspection deductions.

Learn More:

Visit mobility.trimble.com, call 1-866-914-5299, or email tm_information@trimble.com